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An important application of an aerosol is to deliver drugs to the lung. Inhaled aerosol particles with a diameter smaller than 5 µm can reach virtually all alveoli of the lung, where deposited drugs can act directly on the lung tissue, be absorbed into the blood circulation, or both. This route of delivery has distinct advantages over administration of drugs by ingestion or injection.

Understanding particle deposition in the lung is a complex issue, since it depends on the particle size distribution and the respiratory conditions. Therapeutic aerosols are even more complex, since they are hygroscopic and rapidly change their particle size in the lung, and are delivered at high mass concentrations. Even more complicated is the situation in the diseased lung, since the lung anatomy, the airflow profile, and the ventilation distribution may be altered.

Important questions pertaining to therapeutic aerosols are: What is the dose to the lung? and How can the delivery be altered to improve this dose? To answer these questions theoretically, the underlying physical and biological factors affecting therapeutic aerosol delivery and deposition have to be known, in order to develop generally applicable dose-estimation models.

Studies on particle deposition in the normal lung

A recent historical overview of inhalation therapy by Yernault [1] stated that significant improvements in inhalation therapy started during the last century. Since then, new experimental and theoretical techniques have been developed in order to learn more about particle deposition in the lung. In the middle of this century, the development of monodisperse aerosol generators, which produce well-defined, uniformly-sized aerosol particles, stimulated a great deal of research over the last 30 yrs. Numerous investigators have conducted experiments on particle deposition in the whole lung as well as the regional deposition in the extrathoracic airways, the bronchial and the alveolar regions. Deposition in the bronchial and alveolar regions has conventionally been quantified by the respective fractions of the total deposited particles in the thorax that cleared relatively rapidly (within 24–48 hrs) and relatively slowly (longer than 48 hrs). A summary of the most important experiments on total and regional lung deposition for healthy subjects has recently been published by the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP) [2]. The mean values of experimental deposition data are approximated by mathematical expressions, which are then implemented into a computer program [3] that is commercially available on diskette. Since this model is applicable to a wide population of healthy subjects, it is valuable for risk-assessment studies and may also benefit therapeutic aerosol lung deposition studies.

A physical basis for the deposition of aerosol particles in the human lung became available when Findeisen [4] published the first lung deposition model. This model uses a lung structure comprised of different lung generations, equations for deposition by sedimentation, diffusion, impaction and interception, and a mathematical model that combines these elements to calculate particle deposition as a function of lung generation. Since Findeisen's initial work, a large number of deposition models have been developed which are based essentially on the same principal. Like Findeisen's model, [4], the modern models use a lung structure such as Weibel's dichotomous symmetrical model "A" [5], or, an even more complicated lung structure. In addition, there are newly derived or improved deposition equations for particle sedimentation, diffusion and impaction, empirical equations for extrathoracic deposition, and theoretical equations to calculate the mean deposition in each lung generation. A recent model [6] closely approximates the mean experimental total and regional lung deposition data as collected by the ICRP [2]. Another model has incorporated the growth of hygroscopic particles [7].

Important parameters for lung deposition are: the particle distribution; the respiratory manoeuvre, such as inhalation and exhalation flow rates, tidal volume, pause between inhalation and exhalation; and the shape of the upper airways. The structure of the bronchial and alveolar regions in normal lungs is considered to be of minor influence. However, this is probably not the case for diseased lungs.

Hygroscopic aerosols and lung deposition

Dautrebande and Walkenhorst [8] were first to demonstrate that dry NaCl aerosol particles grow hygroscopically by as much as six fold during respiration. Later experimental and theoretical studies on hygroscopic aerosol particles revealed that the extent of growth depends...
on a number of important parameters that have been reviewed by Morrow [9] and Hiller [10]. Recent experimental work [11, 12] using monodisperse NaCl particles confirms several aspects of the existing theories on hygroscopic particle growth in the lung.

In addition to the parameters mentioned above, important factors for hygroscopic particle growth and deposition are: the toxicity of the particle materials; the water content of the particles; and the temperature and humidity distribution along the airway walls during inhalation.

In the humid environment of the lung, inhaled hygroscopic particles will gain or lose water until they become isotonic with the fluid lining the airways (physiological saline solution of 0.9% NaCl). Deposition of hygroscopic therapeutic aerosols has been experimentally measured using a gamma camera by Wolsford et al [13]. They demonstrated different deposition distributions in two dimensions over the lung for different aerosol particle sizes. More sensitive deposition studies in three dimensions were performed using single photon emission computer tomography (SPECT) by Phillips et al [14].

The study published in this issue of the Journal, Phillips and co-workers [15] found increased central deposition of hypertonic aerosols (5% NaCl in the nebulizer solution) compared to hypotonic aerosols (0.3% NaCl) in healthy subjects. This is an interesting finding, which agrees with theoretical estimations of hygroscopic particle deposition in the lungs. In asthmatics, no systematic trend was found in the central deposition between isotonic and hypertonic aerosols; thus, the “state of the airway” may play an additional role.

Theoretical predictions of the deposition of hygroscopic therapeutic aerosols in the lung can now be made, based on the size distribution of aerosols produced by nebulizers and an estimate of the change in aerosol droplet size during transport after nebulization [16, 17]. For any material, either hygroscopic or nonhygroscopic, this method calculates the total deposition and deposition in each lung generation, as well as the associated surface deposition. By combining the theoretical predictions with the mass of the drug available for inhalation, which can be measured with an on-line aerosol detection instrument, the actual drug dose to each lung generation can be calculated [18].

In this issue of the Journal, the influence of high particle mass concentration on lung deposition of hygroscopic materials has been demonstrated by Chan et al [19]. Using SPECT, in normal subjects they found a significant change in the central deposition of hyperdense saline aerosols (~30 µg·cm⁻³ particle mass concentration supplied by the nebulizer liquid) compared to hypodense aerosols (~0.05 µg·cm⁻³) of the same size. The hyperdense aerosol particle mass concentration is typical for most therapeutic aerosols.

**Interaction of aerosols with the upper airways**

The main functions of the airways are to distribute air to and from the alveoli and to adjust the inhaled air to the core temperature and humidity. Normally, the temperature increases from about 23 to 37°C and the humidity from about 8 to 44 µg·cm⁻³. As inspiratory airflow rate increases, there is a large decrease in the air temperature of the upper airways [20].

The hyperdense aerosols used by Phillips and co-workers [15] had a solution output rate of 0.23 g·min⁻¹ at an airflow rate of 8 l·min⁻¹ which corresponds to a droplet concentration of 29 µg·cm⁻³ without taking evaporation into account. In the case of inhaled hyperdense droplets with a high NaCl concentration of 5%, the airways have to add 160 µg·cm⁻³ of water to the droplets to attain equilibrium between the droplets and the airways. This amount of water is much higher than the amount of water the airways have to provide to humidify inhaled air when breathing at rest. It is more comparable to the humidification load the lung must supply when the minute ventilation is increased fourfold, such as during heavy work. However, these two humidification loads are not identical. With increased airflow, the humidification of air occurs only in the upper airways, whereas with the highly dense, high salt-concentration aerosol the humidification occurs throughout the airways system. More distal parts of the lung are involved with the latter humidification because it takes longer than 10 s for the 3.8 µm droplets used in this study to grow to a size of 8.5 µm and reach equilibrium [21].

Interpretation of the results by Chan et al. [19] is less simple. They found a larger difference between the regional deposition of hypodense aerosols that were isotonic and hypertonic as compared to the same measurements with hypertonic hyperdense aerosols [15]. Based on our current understandings of hygroscopic aerosol behaviour in the upper airways, a smaller or even no effect would be expected. Thus, an additional unknown factor must be responsible for this result.

**Modelling in aerosol therapy**

Important factors for the use of nebulizers in therapy are: the aerosol particle size distribution; the mass concentration of water and solute from the nebulizer; the change in size of the aerosol particles and their loss during transport; and the respiratory conditions.

Unfortunately, no instrument currently exists that can accurately characterize hygroscopic aerosols. Therefore, the choice of a monitoring system is a compromise. On-line detectors such as Fraunhofer light-scattering detectors [22], and phase-Doppler detectors [18], have problems monitoring particle sizes below 1 µm. Additionally, the solute concentration and density in the aerosol droplet have to be estimated. Impactor measurements of the wet aerosol [15, 19], and of the dried aerosol [23], give information in seven size range intervals. Thus, information in real time is hardly possible. An intercomparison of detector systems is needed.

After aerosol production, the droplets will partly evaporate to humidify the air. Assuming equilibrium, the mean change in size can be calculated [17]. However, particles larger than about 3 µm will not reach
equilibrium [21]; thus, these particles hardly change their size, whereas smaller particles reach equilibrium with the air. Additionally, the change in temperature plays an important role.

Models on aerosol particle deposition calculate the mean deposition in each lung generation using an idealized equation for stable laminar airflows. However, the airflow at bifurcations are very complicated [24], and far from being stable and laminar. Since the geometry and ventilation changes in the diseased lung probably affects flow profiles, flow profile analysis is one approach to model the deposition in the diseased lung. This information can be used to model the deposition of therapeutic aerosols.

Perspectives

To develop better theories of lung deposition of aerosol particles, a sensitive lung imaging system and well-characterized experiments are needed. The two experimental studies presently [15, 19] published in this issue of the Journal have characterized their subjects lung function and the size distribution of the aerosol particles well. The data of PHIPPS and co-workers [15] agree with current theory whereas the data of CHAN et al [19] do not. Further experimental studies are needed to confirm and explain this finding. If it is found to be true, the theory will have to be modified to account for the interaction of aerosol particles with the upper airways. However, for diseased lungs there is insufficient information available on the heat and water vapour transport, the lung structure and the respiratory conditions. Hence, it is not yet possible to make reliable estimations of aerosol particle deposition for lung disease.
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